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ABSTRACT

Lockheed Martin has been using developing
deployable shade structures for years. This paper
describes one year's development program, which
produced three successiveversions of Sun Shield
models,culminating in a 3.8 m x 2.8 m automatically
deploying version. This development effort was in
support of future spacecraft (James Webb Space
Telescope/ JWST,TerrestrialPlanetFinder/ TPF) that
use sun-isolatingshieldsto deflect the sun's heatand
thus allow the spacecraftto passivelycool to the coldspacesink. The configuration chosenwas a late-1999
configuration of JWST, of which the largest of the
scale models was 1/6 scale. The technologies
developed are applicable to a wider range of
applicationssuchas light baffles and solar sails.
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BACKGROUND

Future missions such as the James Webb Space
Telescopeand the Terrestrial Planet Finder rely on
passivecooling to achieveoptics temperaturesof 50K
or lower. The cooling is achieved by the use of
lightweight structuresthat shield the optical payload
from direct solar exposurewhile permitting maximum
heatrejectionto space.These sun shield structuresare
larger than the instrumentsand much larger than their
launchvehicles,thusrequiring deploymentin space.
LockheedMartin has a long history in deployablefilm
structures,such as antennareflectors, thermal covers,
and flexible blanket solar arrays for satelliteslike the
InternationalSpaceStation.LockheedMartin hopesto
leveragethis unique history to upcomingprograms.To
build on this background, Lockheed Martin has
performed several distinct developmentprojects in
areassuchas cryogenicthermal control, adhesionand
lubrication, and long-term storage. This paper
describesone part of the larger program,investigating
structureand mechanismtechnologiesof a Sun Shield
system.
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Figure 1: Lockheed Martin Solar Arrays prove
technologies toward large thermal shields
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DISCUSSION

Three classesof scale models were created in this
study. All advanced toward the ultimate goal of
deploying a large thin sun shield in space. After an
earlier conceptualtrade,a basickite shapewas chosen.
Successivemodelsaddressedquestionsin the design's
evolution. The practical problemsof each model gave
additional challengesto be solved with the model at
hand or to be solved with the subsequentmodeldesign.
3.1

THE DESKTOPMODEL

Whenthis developmentproject started,the stateof the
art sun shield conceptconsistedof many single layers

Figure 2: The DesktopModel
of thermal film, eachheld at a slightly radiating angle
relative to a central point or line. As an initial stepof
the project, LM built a small "desktopmodel" of this
type of sunshield(Figure 2). The modelis 144cm x 66
cm, and has 6 layers of 25-~m kapton film, chosen
merely for its availability. The model was built as a
first-cut exploration of this type of tension-film
structure, and to investigate effects of stowage and
deployment.

A preliminary version used kapton cut to shapeand
stretchedacrossthe frame, but this design could not
adequatelytensionthe film. In the complete model, a
perimetercord tensionseach film layer, as a string at
its edgetensionsa kite. This controlled the layers and
held them separate from each other. Although it
provided film control, the edge-tensioncord produced
two problems. The first problem is simply the
mechanical difficulty of producing approximately
equaltensionin four edgesof a given film, and then in
replicating this tension in all the layers. The second
generalproblem with this type of tensioningis that a
cord stretchedthrougha straightedgeof film produces
uneven tension through the film. An effect of this
unevenness is edge puckering, visible in the
photograph.The puckering is causedas the blanket
shiftsto re-distributethe tension.
The modelstructurewas madeof four small aluminum
beamsradiating from a central hub. These could be
individually removedand replacedwith shorterbeams,
simulatinga stowageand then extensionas the original
long beamswere re-installed.This sequenceis shown
in Figure 3. Although of low fidelity, the model
showed that packing in two dimensions (length and
width) must be well designedto achievea minimum
stowedvolume. It also showedthatthe wrinkles caused
by folding would be persistent.This secondpoint was
worrisome given the goal of producinga perfectly flat
thermal surface,so a lateral testing program checked
the early goal of perfect-flatness.(The studyfound that
thermal performance was unchanged by blanket
creases.)
In summary,the early desktop model directed future
work toward blanket control methods (stowed and
during deployment) and blanket tension techniques.
These would carry forward to follow-on work with
scale models. It illustrated the increasedmechanical
complexity from tensioning multiple independent
layersand also the persistenceof wqnkles left from the
stowagecycle.
3.2

THE TENSION ("KITE") MODELS

The "kite" portion of this project consistedof a series
of smallmodelsreflecting threebasicdesigns.The goal
wasto developa uniform tensionfield in a flat plane(if
required for thermal performance)and could even
developa first mode drumheadfrequency(if required
by the control system). The mathematicsof system
modesis complexand was only approximated.

Figure 3: Onestowand deploycycle left wrinkles in the
DesktopModelfilms

The first blanket, shown in Figure 4, was made of
paper with straight edges encasinga circumferential
cord. A gap on one edge allowed tensionadjustment.
The original method of tensioning the edges was to
tighten the string at the gap. This was a flTst try at
creating an effective 1/3-scalemodelof project's final
sunshield (kite modelis around 1 meterlong, the final
project sunshield would be about4 meterslong). The

paper shape was discarded after this test, but the
general method of tensioning a shapeusing crossed
armswasmaintained.

perfectly flat when the adhesive is applied. The
tensioningcable mustalso be exactly aligned with the
blanket comer to prevent rippling caused by the

The straight edge tensioning method did not provide
even tension over the entire blanket surface.Tension
decreasedwith increasingdistancefrom the edge,with
almost no tension at the center. This condition was
worsenedby buckling at the side gap whentensionwas

Figure 4: Paper blanketwith straightedgeshape
applied.The desiredflatnessseemedto be a productof
the paper's stiffness, not the tensioning system.
Subsequenttests were performed with decreasingly
stiff materialto answertheseconcerns.
The modelalsohad problemswith the string tensioning
system. There was insufficient adjustability, and
opening an edge for access led to buckling. The
method was later changed to a constant-length
perimeterstring and shorttie-backcords at the corners.
This methodwas betterat providing eventensionalong
the edges,and wasusedin laterexperiments.
To correctfor the stiffnessof the paperand the uneven
tensiondistribution,the blanket shownin Figure 5 was
constructed.Mylar was used, 25 ~m thick, with the
edge tensionedin the shapeof a catenarycurve. The
maximumdeflectionof the curve on eachside was 50
mm. Regulardrinking straws were tapedto the Mylar
to achieve the desired catenary curve, with a string
passingthroughthe strawsto tensionthe blanket.
The overall surface tension was improved using the
catenarycurve.
Surfacerippling occurred,most likely causedby errors
in construction. It is important that the material lay

Figure 5: 25-JIm Mylar blanket with catenary edge

shape

Figure

material slipping along the cable, which reducesthe

local blanket tension.While the Mylar was less stiff
than the paper, it still had enoughstiffnessto have an
effect on the flatness. The straws used to form the
catenarycurve also addeda significant stiffnessto the
edge,making it difficult to relate the behavior of the
experimentalmodel to how the 3.8 m x 2.8 m demo
modelmightbehave.
To correct for the problems of the 25-~m Mylar
blanket,the blanketshownin Figure 6 wasconstructed.
6-~m embossed Mylar was used, with the edge
tensioned in the shape of a circular curve. The
maximum deflection of the curve was 50 mm on the
long edges and 15 mm on the short edges,with the
sameradius curve on all edges.Loops of 6-~m Mylar
weremadewith a film adhesive,and tapedin the shape
of a circular curve.
The 6-~m embossedMylar material has almost no
planar stiffness,and the Mylar loops did not add any
significantedgestiffness.Extra time was spentduring
constructionto ensurethe tensioningcablewas aligned
with the blanket comers.The result was a blanket of
apparenteventensioningacrossthe entire surface,and
confirmed that the assumedsolutions to the problems
encounteredin the secondblanketwerecorrect.
All of the models showed rippling at the "lateral"
comersof the kite. At first, this was thoughtto be due
to difficulties in aligning the tensioningbeamwith the
blanketcomer. A simplistic calculation(illustrated by
Figure 7) found the problem. By geometry,a balanced
load field creates a balanced load in its supporting
structure (the boom). But when the tension field is
unbalanced(for instance,at the lateral vertices of a
kite), there is a lateral componentto the boom loads.
This consistentlypulls the boom to one side,creating
the wrinkles that werefound in all tensionmodels.The
easiestfix is to create an unbalancedtensionfield by
putting different tensions in the edge cords. When
booms are used,care must be takento ensurethere is
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net tension

at corner (load into boom)1

lateral
component
tension vectors in blanket

Figure 7: Evenblankettensionproducesunbalanced
load in boom

6: 6-pm embossedMylar blanketwith circular
edgeshape

no offset between the boom tips and the blanket
corners. This concept was carried forward to the
deployingtestmodel.

Figure 8: TheDeployingScaleModel
These kite models followed a path initiated by the
earlier desktop model. This model showed that the
films require an edge cord for support. Other control
methods may be ultimately practical; this was most
expedientwithin the timeframe.

3.3

THE DEPLOYINGSCALEMODEL

LM spentabout six monthsbuilding a deploying scale
model shown in Figure 8. It drew togetherthe lessons
learned on the model projects as well as the lateral
developmentprojects of the year. The deploying scale

model is based on a deploying skeleton with final
dimensions2.782 m x 3.824 m. approximately1/6 of
the scalerequiredfor JWST at the time.
The deploying model carried forward the basic
tensioning concept of edge-tensioning cords. It
capitalizedon parallel thermaltesting that showedtwo
blanketscould be exchangedfor the earlier conceptof
multiple independentfilms. This two-blanket concept
significantly simplified the deploymentand tensioning
methods.

The major goal of this portion of the project was to
physically studythe stowageand deploymentof a large
tensioned film structure -fundamentally, could it be
handled, stowed, controlled, tensioned,maintained...
all the aspectsof ground-basedwork. It continuedthe
design process.As it was the largest cost and time
segmentof all the models,more attentioncould be paid
to the detailsof the design.
The majorfeaturesof this deploying modelare
.Mechanized boom set to drive from stow to
deployedconfiguration
.A two-blanket system, leveraging on parallel
developmenttestresults
.Edge tensioning system for the blankets, with
capabilityto independentlyadjustthe cord tension
.Restraint of the blankets within a reasonablestow
volume (the stow volume of the JWST
configuration 1999-2000was used.)
.Doors to hold the blanketstowed
.Development of means to repeatably stow the
blanket,
giving
consistent
deployment
characteristics
.Control of the blanketduring deployment
.A secondarymechanismto produce an 8-degree
anglebetweenthe deployedblankets
.Hands-off deploymentof the system: opening of
restraint doors,.extensionof boomsand sun shield
blankets, creation of the desired angled-blanket
configuration,and lockup.
3.3.1

THEBOOMS

A major portion of the physical detail rests in the
deploying booms. These were purchased on
subcontract.LM has built and flown large beam and
film structures, notably the flexible substrate solar
arraysfor NASA's SAFEprogram(1984),Milstar, and
Space Station (see Figure 1); and related beam-andfilm structureson classifiedprograms.The designsof
thesestructuresare linked strongly to the spacecraft's
control system. Stiffer structures generally allow
simpler control systems,so the generalearly path is to
drive toward stiff systems. The class of booms
considered are telescoping booms, which maximize
deployedstiffness for a given stowedvolume. Within
this class there are two designs available from US
vendors: a rack-driven model and a lenticular-driven
model.The rack-and-piniondesignis flight-provenand
producesrelatively more force during deployment;the
lenticular-driven design has less force but can be
stiffer. Believing stiffnessto be tantamount,and also to
advance knowledge of the less-proven design, this
portion of the projectchosethe lenticular-drivenboom.
The delivered boom assemblymet the basic goal of
controllable motion from stow to deploy, and
reasonablerestow-ability.The boomproduceda lowerthan expected deploy force (explainable by limited

funding and rushed schedule). This lower force
reducedthe tension in the blanket and left the folds
shown in Figure 8. The designhad limited telemetry
capability and showed sensitivity to wear. To address
these,and also to considerthe other major design,LM
performeda secondboom developmentcontract with
the othervendorin the following year.
3.3.2

THEBLANKETS

The model's two blanketsare a layup of 25-Jlmmylar
outer films sandwiching 6 internal layers of 6-Jlm
embossedmylar to simulate the bulk of a blanket.
These materials were chosen only for their handling
characteristics.A parallel development project was
investigatingoptionsfor actualmaterialsto be used.
Use of blankets was validated by a concurrentLM
developmentproject, which showed that two angled
blanketscould exceedthe thermalperformanceof a set
of angled films. The effect of micro-meteoriteswas
also consideredin this period. The result of several
lines of thoughtcameto a blanketof which one layer is
thick and scrim-reinforced to account for solar
degradationand micrometeoriterisk. This layer would
carry the tensionfor the entire blanket.The rest of the
layers would attach to this tensioned layer as "dead
weight" while giving thermal performance of the
overallblanket.So on the model,only one film layer of
each blanket is tensioned,using a curved-edgecord
that scallops along each of the edges. Choosing to
apply tension to the warmest area of each blanket
(avoiding the worst temperaturesfor adhesion),this
tensioncord stretchesthrough the film that would be
closestto the sun(farthestfrom the instrument)on each
of the blankets.
3.3.3

BLANKETSTOWAGE

The requirement of predictable deployment was
fundamentalto the Deploying Model portion of the
project.
This
led way
to a design
path of' having the blanket
stowedthe
same
eachtime.
One early option was a rolled concept, which would
start near the centerof each of the major panels and
proceed out to the extreme edges.This presentedan
option that could give a well-controlled deployment
(only one area of the blanket is worked at a time).
However the concept was difficult to implement in
earlytrials and wasabandoned.
A second conceptused an interlocking fold method,
alternatelyfolding the x and y directions. This could
restrainthe blanket without any additional elements,
but requires precise coordination of the deployment
booms. Because the delivered booms lacked this
control, the concept was abandoned. It could be
resurrectedfor future work.
The design chosenuses a sequential accordion-fold
method, along one axis and then the other. The

Learning from the corner distortion effects described
with Figure 7, the final design has separatetension
lines for the "upper" (obtuse) section and "lower"
(acute)sectionof the kite-shapedblanket.Thesecanbe
seenin Figure9.
Blankettensioningon the larger deploying model was
unsatisfactory.There were two causes.The first was
that the mathematics of blanket tension were not
sufficiently correlated to allow calculations for the
larger model. The secondand larger point is that the
deploying booms produced very little force and thus
could not deliver adequatetension to the edge cords
andthe blanket.
Theseresultsled to investigationof a higher-capability
boomdesignin a follow-on study.
3.3.6

Figure 9: Detail ofblankettensionsystem
sequence(vertical first, then horizontal) was chosen
after considerationof gravity effects and performance
of the purchasedboomset.
3.3.4

CONTROLLED
BLANKETDEPLOYMENT

Hands-off deployment was a ground rule for the
deploying model, and a strong desire to keep the
blanket from falling from the stowagecontainerat the
start of deployment. This led to considerationsof a
delay systemto controlthe deployment.
Lockheed Martin often usesvelcro with blankets,and
its capability to peel apart under tension was
investigated.Velcro has disadvantagesof particulate
and re-condensablecontamination,and so a cleaner
methodwas sought.The teamusedthe plastic edgesof
zip-lock food storagebags,with the assumptionthat a
similar element (with cleaner plastics) could be
produced for a flight model. Both of these methods
were tried on an early version of the 3.8 m x 2.8 m
blanket.The resultswere not good. Sequentialrelease
of so many different restraint points could not be
achieved.

DEPLOYING
ARM

A deploying arm was included with the scalemodel. It
fit a smaller envelope during stow, but opened to
produce an 8-degreeangle betweenthe blanketlayers
at deployment. The design uses Lockheed Martin's
qualified LC-IPH hinge set. During this project,useof
an eddy current damper was investigated.This is a
smallermodelsimilar to othersthat LM has flown, and
is sized to allow change-outwith the standardfluidfilled dampers.Testing showed good ratios between
true damping and mere friction (important to hold
torque margin at the hinge). The hinge assembly,
shownin Figure 10,operatedasexpected.
After an extensivetrade, an option to control the start
of deploymentpassivelywas chosen.Arm deployment
should occursometime comfortably betweenstart and
end of sun shield deployment-too early and the tip
will swing into the spacecraft,too late and the hinge
deploymentwill be stoppedby the blankets'tension.In
the final design, the boom tip rests against an
intermediatesectionof the stowed mast stack. When

The chosendesignusesrestraintfingers and a folding
pattern that lets only one fold escapeat a time. The
fingers can be partially disassembledto allow easy
stowage.They presenta small gap under no tension
that can grow as load increases.On a flight design,
they could be easily retracted from the blanket after
deploymentto eliminate thermal shorting,but this was
not implemented on the model for time and cost
reasons.
3.3.5

BLANKETTENSIONING

The model blanketsare tensionedby edge cords led
through slightly curved paths within the blanket.

Figure 10: Deployingarm, with eddycurrent damper,
produces8-degreeangle betweenblankets

the support boom section begins to extend from the
stack,the arm tip naturallybeginsits deployment.
3.3.7

THE COMPLETE
PACKAGE

Doors were addedto illustrate the restraintsystemthat
would be usedon a spacecraft.The model's doorsused
simple spring-loadedhinges for automaticretraction.
The hingesof a flight systemwould be more carefully
designed. To meet the project's goal of hands-off
deployment, solenoids were used for restraint and
release. These would also be replaced on a flight
model.
The completed and stowed assembly,with blankets,
restraintfingers, and doors visible, is shown in Figure
11.
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CONCLUSION

This report has describedpart of Lockheed Martin's
developmentwork on SunShields. That work initiated
follow-on mechanismwork on stiffnessand cryogenic
constructionmethods.Lockheed Martin continuesto
develop and apply technologies like this, looking
toward future work on cryogenic observatories,solar
sails,and thin film solar arrays.

Figure 11: Stowedconfiguration
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